Supernova Olivine from
Cometary Dust
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An interplanetary dust particle contains a submicrometer crystalline silicate aggregate of probable supernova origin. The grain has a pronounced enrichment in
18O/16O (13 times the solar value) and depletions in 17O/16O (one-third solar)
and 29Si/28Si (G0.8 times solar), indicative of formation from a type II supernova.
The aggregate contains olivine (forsterite 83) grains G100 nanometers in size,
with microstructures that are consistent with minimal thermal alteration. This
unusually iron-rich olivine grain could have formed by equilibrium condensation
from cooling supernova ejecta if several different nucleosynthetic zones mixed
in the proper proportions. The supernova grain is also partially encased in
nitrogen-15–rich organic matter that likely formed in a presolar cold molecular
cloud.
Primitive meteorites and interplanetary dust
particles (IDPs) contain small amounts of
micrometer-sized presolar grains (stardust) that
originated from evolved stars, novae, and supernovae. These grains provide direct probes of
astrophysical environments that are inaccessible to traditional astronomical techniques (1).
Stardust identified to date includes grains of
diamond, Si3N4, SiC, graphite, TiC, Al2O3,
TiO2, hibonite, spinel, forsterite, and amorphous
silicates (2, 3). Grains of extrasolar origin are
identified by isotopic compositions that differ
from solar isotopic ratios, in some cases by
orders of magnitude.
Silicates are an abundant form of dust in the
galaxy, giving rise to strong infrared (IR) spectral features in outflows of evolved stars (4, 5),
the diffuse interstellar medium (ISM) (6), and
disks around young stellar objects (7). Silicates
are identified by their diagnostic 9.7 mm and
18 mm IR bands due to Si-O stretch and O-Si-O
bending modes. The general lack of fine structure in these bands is usually attributed to the
silicate dust being primarily amorphous in the
diffuse ISM, although some far-IR spectra have
revealed the presence of È10% to 20% crystalline silicates around young and old stars. The
scarcity of crystalline silicates in the diffuse
ISM (È0.2%) thus suggests that they are destroyed or rendered amorphous by shock, sputtering, or collision within È10 million years
after they form in stars (6, 8). The discovery of
presolar silicates in meteorites and IDPs
provides new insight into interstellar silicate
mineralogy. To date, 6 of the 132 presolar
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silicates found thus far have been studied by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), including 2 forsterite grains and 4 amorphous
silicates (3, 9–11, this work).
Although silicates are the most abundant
type of presolar grains, they were only discovered recently because of their small size
(0.1 to 1.0 mm) and the difficulty in locating
them among the overwhelming background
of solar system silicates in meteorites. Silicate
stardust is more abundant in anhydrous IDPs
E450 to 5500 parts per million (ppm)^ than in
meteorites EG300 parts per billion (ppb) to
180 ppm^ (3, 10, 12–17) and micrometeorites
(300 ppm) (9). Many anhydrous IDPs also
harbor discrete mm-sized concentrations of molecular cloud matter, marked by highly elevated D/H and 15N/14N ratios (18, 19). The
greater survival of presolar materials in anhydrous IDPs shows that these are the least
altered remnants of the early solar system,
lending support to the view that these IDPs
are samples of short-period comets (20, 21).
Here, we report the identification of a silicate
grain with a probable origin from a type II supernova. The 500-nm grain (B10A) was identified in five (30 to 70 nm thick) serial sections of
an anhydrous cluster IDP (L2011B10) by
oxygen isotopic imaging with the Washington
University NanoSIMS 50 ion microprobe (22).
The grain was first identified in O isotopic
images of an Au-mounted section, where it was
found to have a 18O/16O ratio of 13 times the
solar value and a 17O/16O ratio of one-third that
of the solar ratio (18O/16O 0 2.7 T 0.1  10j2,
17O/16O 0 1.1 T 0.2  10j4; 1 SD). Simultaneously acquired 28Si– and 24Mg16O– images
showed the grain to be a Mg-rich silicate. In an
adjacent slice of the IDP, B10A was found to
have an anomalous Si isotopic composition
Ed29Si 0 –224 T 54 per mil (°), d30Si 0 –23 T
104 °; 1 SD^ (23). Because the grain was
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much smaller in this section (G200 nm), its
measured 18O/16O ratio (7.5 T 2  10j3) was
significantly influenced by nearby isotopically
solar material (24). The observed Si isotopic
anomaly should thus be considered a lower
limit to the grain_s true composition. Fe and
Mg isotopic measurements were not possible
because too little material was available.
Most presolar oxides and silicates fall within
four isotopic groups (25), pointing to origins in
low- to intermediate-mass red giant (RG) and
asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars of differing mass, age, and chemical composition
(Fig. 1). In those stars, the onset of abundant
dust formation occurs after deep convection
brings nucleosynthetically processed material
to the stellar surface. The strong 17O enrichments and 18O depletions of group 1 and group
2 grains are due to H burning in the CNO
cycle, and the stronger 18O depletions of group
2 grains are ascribed to extra mixing of material at the base of the convective envelope
(26, 27). The moderately 16O-rich compositions of group 3 grains are thought to reflect
origins from low metallicity RG and AGB
stars. The group 4 grains are more enigmatic,
but their moderately 17O- and 18O-rich compositions could reflect origins from high metallicity AGB stars. Two exceptional corundum
grains have been proposed to originate from
type II supernovae (28, 29).
The O isotopic composition of grain B10A
falls well outside the range of all previously
studied presolar oxides and silicates. The
pronounced 18O enrichment is a signature of
He burning, where abundant 18O is produced
through 14N(a,g)18F(eþn)18O. The competing
reaction 18O(a,g)22Ne destroys 18O with increasing efficiency as burning progresses to
higher temperatures, resulting in strong variations in the 18O/16O ratio of stars of differing
mass and age. Abundant 12C is also produced
(by 3-a reactions) during He burning, resulting
in high C/O ratios at the site where 18O is
produced. Although it is possible that 18O-rich
material is dredged up during the early evolution of some AGB stars, it must be mixed
with the overlying O-rich H envelope to form
silicates, leading to a 17O-rich composition instead of the observed 17O depletion. Massive
Wolf-Rayet stars may also directly expose
18O-rich products of partial He burning at the
stellar surface during the WN-WC transition.
However, we do not favor such an origin for
this grain because of the high C/O ratio of
the 18O-rich ejecta.
The Si isotopic composition of B10A falls
near the distribution of X-type SiC grains that
have been shown to originate from supernovae
(Fig. 2) and is clearly distinct from the far more
abundant mainstream SiC grains that derive
from RG and AGB stars. Furthermore, the 29Si
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deficit of B10A is not consistent with an origin
from a Wolf-Rayet star, as the ejecta is 30Si
and, to a lesser extent, 29Si enriched (30).
The O and Si isotopic compositions of B10A
point to an origin from a type II supernova. Type
II supernovae occur when the core of a massive
(98 MR) star collapses and explodes. The
structure of a presupernova star consists of concentric compositionally distinct layers undergoing different nucleosynthetic burning stages
(31), overlain by a massive H-rich convective
envelope that experienced partial H burning at
its base (32). The supernova drives explosive
nucleosynthesis in the innermost zones that are
subsequently marked by exotic and heterogeneous isotopic compositions. Supernovae
produce copious amounts of 16O and thus have
low 17O/16O ratios relative to solar ratios (33).
The relative yield of 18O varies with stellar

mass; it is moderately elevated among lower
mass supernovae (for M G 15MR) and low
among higher mass supernovae (33).
The isotopic composition of B10A can only
be reproduced by a mixture of material from different nucleosynthetic zones. Although B10A
has a high 18O/16O ratio (13 times solar), the
18O/16O ratio of the He/C shell is typically 500 to
1000 times solar. Most of the O must have
originated from the deeper shells with high
relative amounts of 16O (O/C, O/Ne, O/Si, or
Si/S), because the low 17O/16O ratio excludes a
major contribution from the H/He envelope.
Further, the He/C shell is 28Si poor, whereas
B10A is 28Si rich. Most of the Si atoms must
have originated from the deepest (Si/S, Ni)
zones.
TEM investigation found that the material
surrounding the supernova grain contains sub-

Fig. 1. O isotopic composition of grain B10A
compared with previously reported values
of presolar corundum
(25, 28, 29, 59–61)
and silicates (3, 12–15).
Two corundum grains
identified in the figure
as Choi98 and Nittler98
are thought to originate
from type II supernovae
(28, 29).

Fig. 2. Si isotopic composition of grain B10A
compared with previously analyzed SiC and
graphite grains (62–67).
The Si measurement
was compromised by
surrounding isotopically solar material, and
the true composition
is likely to be more
anomalous. The Si isotopic composition is
most similar to X-type
SiC grains that are
thought to derive from
supernovae. The mainstream SiC grains and
other minor isotopic
subgroups (A, B, Y, and
Z grains) account for
È98% of all SiC and
are thought to originate from low-mass RG and AGB stars.
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micrometer forsterite, enstatite, and GEMS
grains (glass with embedded metal and sulfides)
embedded in carbonaceous material. To unambiguously distinguish which (if any) of the
grains were related to the supernova silicate,
we imaged this area for 16O–, 18O–, and 32S–,
where sulfur was used to mark the location of
the GEMS and FeS grains to help align the
isotopic and TEM images. As shown in Fig. 3,
A to C, the supernova grain is identified as a
polycrystalline aggregate of forsterite. The
nearby GEMS grains do not share the anomalous isotopic signature, leaving their origins
uncertain.
In the thin section studied by TEM in detail,
the supernova grain consisted of three discrete
elongate lobes G250 nm in size. The lobes are
polycrystalline, with well-defined subgrains
(50 to 100 nm) that exhibit equilibrium grain
boundaries in dark-field images (Fig. 4). Notably, this sub-mm polycrystalline morphology was also recently found in supernova SiC
grains (34). The subgrains are identified as
olivine on the basis of energy-dispersive xray analyses showing olivine stoichiometry
EMg/(MgþFe) atom ratio of 0.83 T 0.01^ and
diffraction spacings characteristic of forsterite.
Individual diffraction spots are well defined,
with no evidence for streaking or asterism
that would indicate extensive disorder (e.g.,
defects) in the crystalline lattice. We did not
observe nuclear particle tracks or substantial (910 nm) amorphous rims on the grains.
There is no apparent crystallographic relationship among the subgrains.
Overall, the microstructure of the grain
suggests that the individual crystallites formed
separately by condensation before aggregating.
The equilibrium grain boundaries between the
crystallites are consistent with limited thermal
annealing of the grains; however, the thermal
event was not long enough or hot enough to
completely recrystallize the subgrains. The
annealing event may also have erased an earlier
radiation history, but the extent of any prior
radiation processing was not extensive enough
to alter the grain_s chemistry substantially.
The identification of B10A as an aggregate
of Fe-bearing olivine provides additional constraints on its origin. Many different mixtures of
nucleosynthetic zones satisfy the observed
isotopic constraints, but most mixtures result in
chemical compositions incompatible with olivine condensation. Supernovae are also dynamic, radiation-rich environments that may
defy standard views of equilibrium grain condensation. Clayton et al. (35, 36) have argued
that in supernovae the critical CO molecule
is efficiently disrupted by Compton electrons
produced by the decay of short-lived nuclides
(especially 56Co), resulting in abundant, free
neutral C and O atoms. Their model suggests
that graphite may condense from such a gas
even when C/O G 1 and that oxides may condense from a gas where C/O 9 1. Although
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B10A is unlikely to have formed from a C-rich
gas (based on its 18O/16O ratio), the availability of more abundant, free O would have
resulted in an enhanced O fugacity that would
have helped produce abundant oxidized iron.
This unusual circumstance results in an environment more conducive to Fe uptake in condensing olivine (37).
Different mixtures of postexplosion zonal
compositions were generated from 15 to 25 MR
solar metallicity supernovae in appropriate
proportions to match the O and Si isotopic composition of B10A (22). We explored the equilibrium condensation chemistry of chemical
systems with these compositions. In addition,
we evaluated the effect of inhibited CO-molecule
formation on the condensation chemistry of the
system. Our approach is similar to that in (38).
The system was held at a constant pressure of
10j5 bars, and temperature varied from 500 to
2000 K. Thermodynamic data sources and
computational techniques are described in (39)
and (22).
From the available nucleosynthetic models,
the best match to the isotopic constraints is a
mixture comprised of 81 T 4% He/C zone, 18 T
1% O/C zone, 0.3 T 0.02% Si/S zone, and 0.3 T
0.02% Ni zone of a solar metallicity 15 MR
supernova, where the uncertainties reflect ranges
in composition consistent with the available
constraints. Some elemental abundances of this
mixture are distinctly different from those in a
solar-composition system. In particular, the
H/He ratio is È10–7.2, the C/O ratio is 0.89, and
C and O are enriched, relative to Si, by factors
of 12 and 7, respectively. The abundances of N,
Mg, S, Ca, and Fe, relative to Si, are similar to
those in a solar-composition system, whereas Al
is depleted by È50%.
Diopside is the first major condensate in this
system (22). However, olivine is by far the most
abundant silicate, condensing at 1560 K as
nearly pure forsterite (Fo99I6). Lesser amounts
of enstatite also form, reaching one-half the
olivine abundance. The mole fraction of fayalite in olivine increases at lower temperatures,
reaching a maximum value of 0.17 at 1250 K,
where the incorporation of Fe into olivine is
halted as a result of FeS condensation. The
olivine composition remains relatively constant
over a large temperature range, decreasing to
a value of Fo91 at 950 K.
Remarkably, this chemical mixture is an
exact match to both the isotopic composition of
the grain and the Fe content of the olivine. We
were unable to find similarly good matches
from any zonal mixtures of higher mass supernovae owing to their lower production of 18O
relative to 16O in the He/C shell, but lower
mass supernovae may be alternate sources.
Our model enables us to make the following
inferences for the Mg and Fe isotopic composition of the olivine grain that were unfortunately not possible to measure owing
to the small amount of material available:

25Mg/24Mg È12  solar, 26Mg/24Mg È 9 
solar, 54Fe/56Fe È solar, 57Fe/56Fe È 2  solar,
58Fe/56Fe È 8  solar. The prominently elevated 25Mg/24Mg and 26Mg/24Mg ratios result
from He burning in the O/C shell. The strong
enrichment in 58Fe/56Fe is a result of slow
neutron-capture reactions (s process) in the O/C
and He/C shells.
This mixing model and resultant gas composition are not a unique solution, but isotopic constraints require that most of the gas
must have been derived from the He/C shell,
most (È97%) of the O atoms were derived
from interior zones relatively rich in 16O, and a
large fraction of the Si atoms originated in the
deepest 28Si-rich zones. A substantial contribution of envelope material is also excluded because of its enrichment in 17O/16O. Furthermore,
material from the Si/S and Ni zones must have
been mixed into the He/C zone without introducing much of the intervening layers. These

Fig. 3. (A) Transmission electron micrograph of a 4 by 4 mm
region IDP L2011 B10
found to contain the
presolar olivine grain.
(B) The 18O-rich region
of the NanoSIMS isotopic image is overlain,
showing that the supernova olivine is made
of three distinct lobes.
Other portions of the
O isotopic image exhibit solar isotopic
composition. (C) The
blue regions show the
S hotspots observed by
NanoSIMS during the
O isotopic image acquisition. These S-rich
regions correspond to
GEMS grains and small
FeS grains. The S-rich
spot in the lower left is
due to a nearby sulfide;
it is not aligned because the thin section
stretched upon transfer
to the NanoSIMS
mount. (D) The color
overlay shows the location of

15N-rich

conclusions are in line with earlier studies of
supernova graphite (40), SiC (41), and oxide
(29) grains, whose isotopic compositions could
only be reproduced by partial mixing of multiple
nucleosynthetic zones.
We also investigated the effect of the
radiation-rich environment on the condensation chemistry by inhibiting the formation of
CO and of all gas-phase molecules. In this
case, SiO was the first phase to condense. The
increased O fugacity resulted in olivine condensing at higher temperature and a higher
uptake of Fe. However, the gas is so oxidizing
that this phase is very unstable, and most of the
Fe in the olivine is lost as a result of the condensation of w[stite.
Observations of supernova 1987A showed
that there was extensive large-scale mixing of
material (42), in support of the story told by
supernova stardust grains. It is unclear, though,
how the large-scale overturn of material results

material as observed in

12C14N

and

12C15N

isotopic images.

Fig. 4. (A) Dark-field
TEM image of supernova
olivine grain B10A. (B)
White lines illustrate observed equilibrium grain
boundaries between
crystallites. Nanometersized white specks are
due to residual Au coating used to minimize
sample charging.
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in microscopic mixing of multiple nucleosynthetic zones on a time scale consistent with
grain condensation (1 to 2 years).
Deneault et al. (43) recently suggested that
some of this difficulty could be alleviated by
implanting material after the grains had formed
in reverse shock, possibly accounting for the
abundant trace Fe in SiC X grains (44). However, this process could not generate the high,
uniform abundance of Fe in B10A, because any
implanted Fe atoms would have had to remove
an equivalent number of Mg atoms to preserve
the observed olivine stoichiometry.
Interstellar dust grains accrete coatings of
mixed H2O/organic ices in cold molecular
clouds (45), and these ices may undergo extensive chemical processing driven by ultraviolet
photolysis (e.g., 46) to become protective coatings of refractory organic matter (47). Interestingly, grain B10A is partially embedded in
carbonaceous matter. As shown in Fig. 3D,
this material has a high 15N/14N ratio (d15N 0
þ471 T 30 °), like values observed in organic matter in primitive meteorites and IDPs
(48–50). The origin of the 15N enrichment is
thought to reflect isotopic fractionation during
extremely low-temperature (G20 K) chemical
reactions in a presolar cold molecular cloud
environment (e.g., 51). This association of 15Nrich organic matter with stardust has recently
been reported for other presolar silicates (15),
supporting a presolar origin for the N isotopic
anomaly.
The well-preserved microstructure of B10A
is not easily reconciled with the current understanding of grain processing in the ISM,
which is expected to rapidly destroy or render
crystalline silicates amorphous. It is possible that
the 250-nm-thick layer of presolar organic matter shielded the grain from extensive radiation
damage and may also have protected the grain
from supernova shocks that act as the primary
destruction mechanism for interstellar grains.
However, the isotopic signature of the coating
is characteristic of a cold molecular cloud environment and thus may not have been present
during the grain_s initial transit through the
diffuse ISM.
Alternatively, this grain may have had an
unusually short residence time in the ISM.
Interstellar grain lifetimes are estimated to be
200 to 400 million years (52, 53). On the basis
of the disparity between the observed abundances of crystalline silicates in evolved stars
and the diffuse ISM, crystalline silicates may
survive less than 10 million years in this environment (8). If this is the case, the parent
supernova of B10A may have occurred relatively close to the site of our Sun_s formation.
The recent demonstration that abundant 60Fe
(t1/2 0 1.5 million years) was live in the early
solar system establishes that there was a late
addition of recently synthesized stellar ejecta
into the solar nebula—either a type II supernova or an AGB star (54, 55). This must have
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occurred within a few lifetimes after the 60Fe
was produced, consistent with the estimated
lifetime of B10A in the diffuse ISM. Although
either source is possible, the timing of an
AGB star passing near the Sun would have
been fortuitous, whereas the solar system is
likely to have formed in a massive stellar
nursery that was populated by massive O, B
stars that quickly evolve and perish as supernovae (56).
Because this is the first presolar silicate grain
of probable supernova origin among the 132
presolar silicates reported thus far, the relative
contribution of supernova silicates appears to be
È1%. This is roughly consistent with the far
better known abundance of supernova SiC grains
(1%) and Al2O3 grains (1%), but much lower
than the fraction of presolar graphite thought to
originate from supernovae (930%). These
numbers do not support the recent suggestion
that type II supernovae are a dominant source of
dust in the galaxy, based on observations of the
Cassiopeia A supernova remnant (57).
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Cytokinin Oxidase Regulates
Rice Grain Production
Motoyuki Ashikari,1* Hitoshi Sakakibara,2* Shaoyang Lin,3
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Most agriculturally important traits are regulated by genes known as quantitative
trait loci (QTLs) derived from natural allelic variations. We here show that a QTL
that increases grain productivity in rice, Gn1a, is a gene for cytokinin oxidase/
dehydrogenase (OsCKX2), an enzyme that degrades the phytohormone cytokinin. Reduced expression of OsCKX2 causes cytokinin accumulation in inflorescence meristems and increases the number of reproductive organs, resulting
in enhanced grain yield. QTL pyramiding to combine loci for grain number
and plant height in the same genetic background generated lines exhibiting
both beneficial traits. These results provide a strategy for tailormade crop
improvement.
Food shortage is one of the most serious global
problems in this century. The United Nations
Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO)
estimates that 852 million people worldwide
were undernourished in 2000 to 2002 (1). The
global population, now at 6.4 billion, is still
growing rapidly and is projected to reach 8.9
billion people by 2050 (2). Cereals are an important source of calories for humans, both by
direct intake and as the main feed for livestock.
About 50% of the calories consumed by the
world population originate from three cereals:
rice (23%), wheat (17%), and maize (10%) (3).
To meet the expanding food demands of the
rapidly growing world population, crop grain
production will need to increase by 50% by
2025 (4).
Many agronomically important traits, including yield, are expressed in continuous phenotypic variation. These complex traits usually are
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governed by a number of genes known as
quantitative trait loci (QTLs) derived from
natural variations (5). QTL analysis has been
employed as a powerful approach to discover
agronomically useful genes (6–13).
Rice (Oryza sativa L.) is a staple food and
has been established as a model monocot
because it has the smallest genome size (390
Mb) among the major cereals (14), because its
genome is syntenic with the genomes of other
cereals (15), and because rice can be transformed easily. As a result, many molecular
markers for rice have been developed, many
mutants have been generated and stocked, and
the complete genome of rice has been mapped
and sequenced (14, 16–21). These accomplishments have greatly facilitated QTL analysis in
rice. Grain number and plant height are important traits that directly contribute to grain
productivity. Dwarf rice and wheat varieties
were developed by classical plant breeding
methods, contributing to the green revolution
in the 1960s. Higher yields were obtained from
these dwarf crops because their short stature
reduced lodging, which is an agronomic term
for bending of plants toward the ground after
wind or rain storms (22–25). During the past
decade, many attempts have been made to
characterize QTLs for grain production and
plant height; however, the genes involved in
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these QTLs have not been identified yet, and
their chromosomal positions remain obscure.
We aimed to identify genes of QTLs for grain
number and plant height, not only to elucidate
molecular mechanisms that regulate grain
productivity but also to use these genes for
breeding.
QTL analysis. A choice of parental lines
that show wide phenotypic variation in the targeted traits is necessary for QTL analysis, because QTL detection is based on natural allelic
differences between parental lines. We chose an
indica rice variety, Habataki, and a japonica
variety, Koshihikari, because they not only
exhibit large variations in agronomically important traits but also have many molecular markers
available (21). On average, Habataki plants are
shorter than individuals of Koshihikari but
produce more grains in their main panicle (Fig.
1, A to D).
We developed primary-mapping populations
of 96 backcross inbred lines (BILs) derived from
the cross between Habataki and Koshihikari.
Both grain number and plant height seemed to
be regulated by QTLs, as these traits were
approximately normally distributed in the
mapping population (fig. S1). QTL analysis detected five QTLs for increasing grain number
(Gn) and four QTLs for plant height (Ph)
(Table 1 and Fig. 1E). The most effective QTL
for plant height, Ph1, was located close to the
semi-dwarf 1 gene (sd1) that encodes gibberellin 20 oxidase (23–25). Comparison of SD1
between Habataki and Koshihikari revealed that
Habataki had a 383–base pair (bp) deletion in
the coding region of gibberellin 20 oxidase. The
resulting loss of function caused the reduced
plant height in Habataki. The deletion in the
gibberellin 20 oxidase is the same as the causal
variation found in IR8, a variety that helped
lead to the green revolution in rice (23–25).
The most effective QTL for increasing grain
number, Gn1 on chromosome 1, was selected
for further analysis. The Habataki Gn1 allele is
expected to produce È92 more grains per
main panicle than the Koshihikari allele; Gn1
explains 44% of the difference in grain number
between Habataki and Koshihikari (Table 1).
So far, several QTLs associated with yield have
been reported in rice. Some of these QTLs are
located near the Gn1 region on the short arm of
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